NURSERY RHYMES

In the rooms the students come and go
Talking of Claude and Belmondo

*

This is one house that Pierre built.
This is a book
That lies in the house that Pierre built.
This is a mouse
That helped make the book
That lies in the house that Pierre built.
This is a cat
Confused by the mouse
That helped make the book
That lies in the house that Pierre built.
This is a dog
Who barks at the cat
Confused by the mouse
That helped make the book
That lies in the house that Pierre built.
This is a child
Tumbling with the dog
Who barks at the cat
Confused by the mouse
That helped make the book
That lies in the house that Pierre built.
This is a mother all forlorn,
Who can't find the child
Tumbling with the dog
Who barks at the cat
Confused by the mouse
That helped make the book
That lies in the house that Pierre built.
This is the father, and the grandfather,
Teasing the mother all forlorn,
And tickling the child
Tumbling with the dog
Who barks at the cat
Confused by the mouse
That helped make the book
That lies in the house that he built.

*

In the rooms the students come and go
Talking of Freud and Adorno

*
Here we go round the prickly bush
Prickly pear ? mulberry bush ?
Here we go round the sleepy bush
At 8 o’ clock in the morning...

*

In the room the students come and go
Talking of dates and Fun Radio.

*

Faxes don’t always come round
About marks that are not found.
Students enjoy EU stays,
Filling their grids may take days.

When no rough wind is blowing,
When no hard rain is falling,
Then you are all set to fly,
Storm to your plane and the sky.

*

In the rooms the students come and go
Talking of the latest Renaud.

*

A is for Airplane
B is for Bug
C is for Cockpit
D is for Drums
E is for English
F is for Floppy
G is for Grandad
H is for Hamlet
I for Innovate
J is for Joke
K is for Knockout
L is for Landing
M is for Melville
N for Nabokov
O for Oysters
P for Pleasure
Q for Question
And R for RAM and ROM.

S is for Streetcar
T for Tourtour
U for Undelete
V is for VHS
W is for Whitman
X is for Xerox
Y for Yeats
Z for Zoo

(Now let's sing Pierre's alphabet backwards.)

Z is for Zapping
Y is for Young
X is for Xmas
W is for Why?
V for Vaqueyras
U for Up and coming

T is for Takeoff
S is for Sky
R is for Retrieve
Q is for Quote
P is for Prufrock
O for Online
M for Miami
L is for Language
K is for Key West
J for Joy
and I is for Icons
H is for Handball
G is for Came
F is for Faulkner
E is for Eliot
D is for Doughnut
C is for Cricri
B is for BAAHE
and A is for Airplane

*

In the rooms the students come and go
Talking of Brad Di Caprio...
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